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Abstract
An important task in content based video indexing is to extract text
information from videos. The challenges involved in text extraction
and recognition are variation of illumination on each video frame with
text, the text present on the complex background and different font size
of the text. Using various image processing algorithms like
morphological operations, blob detection and histogram of oriented
gradients the character recognition of video subtitles is implemented.
Segmentation, feature extraction and classification are the major steps
of character recognition. Several experimental results are shown to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
reviews the related work. Section 3 describes about the
methodology involved in character recognition of video
subtitles along with experimental results. Section 4 draws the
conclusion.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With rapid growth in multimedia data base, content based
indexing has gained interest among several image processing
experts in present era. As videos carry lot of information,
among which semantic information is provided by the text
present in it. In experimental results obtained by Judd et al. [1],
it was proved that text convey more information. The text
present in the videos is of two types: (1) Scene Text and (2)
Graphics Text. The text added externally (graphics text) to the
video speaks about content of the video. Subtitles are the
graphics text present in the videos which help in content based
video indexing. The process of analysing the subtitles involves
three steps: (1) Segmentation of characters present in the
subtitles, (2) Feature extraction from segmented characters
and (3) Classification of characters.
The major challenges present in extracting subtitles of the
video are complex background, illumination and low
resolution. There may be substantial amount of non-text area
present in each video frame even after text extraction from it.
Due to the presence of non-text area in each video frame, video
indexing may be hampered. Therefore, character segmentation
is implemented to reduce the non-text area. After segmentation
process, the information of the character can be known by
extracting important features from it. A feature is a part of
information which is useful for solving the computational task
associated to certain applications. Feature extraction includes
reduction in the amount of resources required to describe a
large set of data. As the features of each character are different
from one another, it can be used as classification parameter.
The classification of characters is same as recognizing the
characters. The recognition of characters of subtitles helps in
the classification of the videos such as videos with English
subtitles and videos with other language subtitles. The Fig.1(a)
and Fig.1(b) show the example of video frames with graphics
text i.e., subtitles.

(b)
Fig.1. Examples of video frames with subtitles

2. RELATED WORK
The previous work can be classified into two categories:
traditional OCR (Optical Character Recognition) based
method and object recognition based method.

2.1 TRADITIONAL OCR BASED METHOD
In traditional OCR based method, there are three main
steps: Binarization, Segmentation and Recognition. In
binarization step, the foreground text is segmented from the
background. Gllavata et al. [3] used a hybrid approach to
localize, segment and binarize the text. In hybrid approach,
text is localized using connected component based approach
and text is detected using texture based approach. K-means
algorithm is used to classify pixels into background and text.
Sergey Milyaev et al. [4] proposed a new binarization method
which includes three steps: Local binarization producing seed
pixels, Seed pixel strength estimation and Global optimization.
In [5], Nobuyuki Otsu explains about global thresholding
method from gray level histogram. Using Otsu thresholding,
an optimum threshold can be calculated separating two classes
in binarization.

Another important step in traditional OCR based method is
segmentation. As the accuracy of segmentation increases, the
character recognition also increases. In [6], the number plate
(NP) extraction and each character segmentation of NP
(similar to character extraction and segmentation of video
subtitles) are discussed using different methods. The author in
[7] considers some key features of the character and use split
and merge algorithm to achieve segmentation of the characters.
Basavaraj A et al. in [8] have explained about video text
extraction using image processing operations like
morphological edge detection, Sobel filter and dilation. The
last step in traditional OCR based method is recognition, for
which OCR engine is used. The information loss during
binarization step of traditional OCR based method is
irreversible. Hence, recognition of the complete text cannot be
achieved.

2.2 OBJECT RECOGNITITON BASED METHOD
In object recognition based method, both character
recognition and object recognition are assumed to be similar
with high intra class variation. In this method, features are
extracted directly from the original image. These features are
used to train and test for different classifiers to recognize the
character. In [9], T. de Campos et al. has used Bag of visual
words representation in natural scene for character recognition.
Bag of visual words is a common method for representing
image content for object category recognition. Kai Wang et al.
[10] have implemented Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) for text detection. Due to exceptional performance of
HOG in pedestrian detection, it is frequently chosen for feature
extraction. The classifiers are trained using the features
extracted from real images taken in unconstrained conditions.
During testing of the trained classifier, the image feature is
given as input. The output of the classifier will belong to the
same class as of an input image. Using two extension of HOG
[11], object based classification is framed. In first extension,
histogram is obtained for various scale of images and whereas
in second extension HOG column is used.

if the number blobs detected is more than the threshold then
the video frame is classified as frame with subtitles. The
detected blobs are represented using red circles. Results of
blob detector with no subtitle and with subtitle are shown in
Fig.2 and Fig.3 respectively.

3.1 SEGMENTATION OF CHARACTERS
The video frame classified as frame with subtitle by blob
detection algorithm is considered for character segmentation.
The steps involved in character segmentation are: (1) ROI
extraction, (2) Resizing of ROI region, (3) RGB to gray
conversion, (4) Morphological Gradient, (5) Binarization, (6)
Morphological Close, (7) Contour Tracing and (8) Character
Segmentation.
The recognition of characters increases with proper
segmentation of each character. The video frame with subtitle
is shown in Fig.4. Video frame with text is considered for
processing. As subtitles are region of interest, they are cropped
and resized to increase the character detection rate. The color
image is converted to gray scale to ease the image processing
operation on resized image. Morphological gradient operation
is applied on the resized gray scale image because it is most
preferred for segmentation and it helps in finding the outline
of the characters.
Let f(x ) be the gray scale image [13] and gray scale
gradient is defined as
(1)
∇ ( f ) = max{ f ( x )} − min{ f ( x)}
x∈g

x∈g

where, g is a structuring element.

3. METHODOLOGY
The text detection and recognition in an image has gained
lot of importance for automatic processing of an image. In text
detection and recognition, the important steps involved are
segmentation, feature extraction and classification. The
overall accuracy of text detection and recognition depends on
these three steps. The methodology of character recognition is
implemented in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 using Open CV
library. The video frames are extracted from the video [12] and
one of a frame with text is considered for processing. The
original video specifications are: (1) Bits/Pixel: 24, (2) Frame
Rate: 23.976, (3) Height: 720, (4) Width: 1280 and (5) Video
Format: ‘RGB24’.
The video frames must be classified as frames with and
without subtitles before segmentation process. The blob
detection algorithm is used to achieve classification of video
frames. The blob is defined as the group of connected pixel in
an image with some similar property. In this paper, the video
frame with no subtitles is classified if the number of blobs
detected is less than the threshold in the area of region of
interest (ROI) and

Fig.2. Video frame with no subtitles

Fig.3. Video frame with subtitles
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To preserve the edge information of the character, the
gradient operation is performed in prior to binarization step.
The result obtained from gradient operation is binarized using
Otsu thresholding. Otsu thresholding is global thresholding
method and the threshold is calculated using the mean and
variance of the image pixels. To fill the small holes produced
during binarization, morphological close (Dilation followed
by erosion) operation is performed on the binarized image.
Using the result of morphological close operation, the contour
of each character is traced and rectangular box are used to
separate each character. The segmentation result for video
frame of Fig.4 is shown in Fig.5.

The HOG features and orientation binning is shown in
Fig.6 and Fig.7, respectively. The image of a character is
resized to 32×32 which is the window size. The parameters
selected for HOG descriptor calculations are: Block Size: 8×8,
Block Stride: 8×8, Cell Size: 2×2 and Number of Bins: 9 i.e.,
orientations from 0–180 degree’s.
The number of features obtained from segmented image is
2304. The original image and HOG result is shown in Fig.8(a)
and Fig.8(b) respectively.

Fig.5. Final result with segmented characters
Fig.6. HOG Features

3.2 FEATURE EXTRACTION
The segmented characters are cropped and from each
individual character, features must be extracted. To extract
features there are several methods, amongst which Histogram
of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [14] is the state-of-the art
methods for feature extraction and data representation
technique. It is extensively used in the area of computer vision
and pattern recognition. Using this technique, an image can be
efficiently represented as a feature vector of low dimension.
Feature vector provides relevant information for recognition
than the raw image. In the following subsection the concept of
HOG is briefly explained.
3.2.1 Histogram of Oriented Gradients:
Histogram of Oriented Gradients is one of the popular
feature descriptor used in computer vision and image
processing for the purpose of object detection. In HOG feature
extraction, the centered horizontal and vertical gradient is
computed with no smoothing. The gradient orientation and
magnitude is calculated for the segmented character images.

Fig.7. Orientation Binning
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Fig.8. (a) Input image, (b) HOG result on scaled input image.

3.3 CLASSIFICATION

H12(x)

X2

Support vector machine (SVM) [15] analyses the input data
and classifies the input. In machine learning, SVM is a
supervised learning model. The classification is based on the
idea of decision hyper-planes that defines decision boundaries
in input space. SVM is based on the principle of separation

Class 1

Class 2

between the samples of binary classes i.e., positive and negative.
3.3.1 Binary SVM:
The binary SVM resolves the problem of separation of two
classes, symbolized by n samples of m attributes each.
Consider a problem of separating two classes represented by n
samples in a training set,
p

H13(x
)

Class 3

n

T = ( x , y ) | x ∈ R , y ∈ ( − 1, +1)
(5)
}
i=1
{i i
i
i
where, x i are learning samples and yi are output classes i.e., -1
or +1. The goal of the SVM is to separate two classes by
finding a linear function i.e., hyper-plane as shown in Fig.9.
+ 1 if x ∈ class +1
i
yi =
(6)
− 1 if x ∈ class −1

H23(x)
X1
Fig.10. One-against-one approach
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In this paper, one-against-one approach is used. In training
using one -against-one approach, instead of learning decision
functions, it discriminates each class from every other class
thus only decision functions are learned. In the database, 13
samples of each uppercase and lowercase letters are
considered for training and the segmented characters from
video frame with subtitles are used for testing. The database
used for training the SVM in this paper is shown in Fig.12.
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Fig.9. Binary Classification Using
SVM 3.3.2 Multi Class Classification:

Class 3

There are two approaches involved in solving multiclass
problem (say k-class) using SVM. In one-against-one method,
k/(k-1)/2. SVMs are trained and each SVM separates a pair of
classes as shown in Fig.10. In one-against-all approach, k
SVMs are trained and each SVM separates a single class from
all rest of the classes as shown in Fig.11.
X1

Fig.11. One-against-all approach

Using the classification of English characters, videos of
different subtitles can be classified as English subtitle videos
and other language subtitle videos. The segmented Kannada
characters and Classification of video (Video Frame) based on
subtitles is shown in Fig.15 and Fig.16, respectively.
Unlike Artificial Neural Network (ANN), the
computational complexity of SVM does not depend on the
dimensionality of the input space. Hence using of SVM is
computationally effective. The accuracy of classifier (SVM)
[16] can be defined as:
Accuracy = (Number of correctly recoginized characters by
SVM / Total number of characters in the test dataset) × 100

The data set used to calculate the accuracy of SVM is
shown in Fig.17 and result of SVM is shown in Fig.18. The
number of correctly recognized characters by SVM is 21 out
of 23 i.e., 91%.

Fig.12. Database used for training the SVM
The one-against-one approach is supervised learning
method, where features of each alphabet are labelled
individually. The database used for testing the classifier is
shown in Fig.13 and the output of the classifier is shown in
Fig.14.
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Fig.16. Output of the SVM for Kannada Characters
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Due to similarity in the structure of the characters and
presence of texture in a segmented image, results ambiguity in
recognizing the characters. The Fig.19 shows the examples of
characters of misclassified class and the result of the classifier
is shown in Fig.20. In Fig.19, first character is ‘0’ (zero),
second character is ‘o’ (small letter o), third character is ‘d’,
fourth character is ‘n’ and last character is ‘l’ (small letter l) but
the classifier classify the first character as ‘o’ (small letter o),
second character as ‘O’ (capital letter O), third character as ‘a’,
fourth character as ‘null’ and last character as ‘i’ (small letter
i).

24

Fig.13. Database used for testing the SVM
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Fig.14. Output of the SVM
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Fig.17. Dataset to calculate accuracy of SVM
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Fig.15. Kannada Segmented Characters used for testing the
SVM

Fig.18. SVM result of the dataset
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Fig.19. Examples of characters of misclassified class

Fig.20. Result of the classifier for characters of misclassified
class

4. CONCLUSION
Character recognition of video subtitles plays crucial role
in analysing the video. In this paper, morphological operations
are used for the character segmentation. The morphological
operations involved in character segmentation are gradient and
close. HOG is used as the feature descriptor for individual
characters and the multi class SVM i.e., one -against-one
approach classify the characters effectively. With the help of
classification of characters, videos of English subtitles and
other language subtitles can be classified.
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